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When Superman battles Solaris, he finds his invulnerable body pushed beyond its limits and must prepare Earth for a
future without him.
They are the world's gravest super-villains: Ultraman, Owlman, Superwoman, Power Ring and Johnny Quick—the
legendary Crime Syndicate of Amerika. Nothing has ever seriously threatened the global corruption they proudly enforce,
but now a twisted mirror image of the CSA has arrived from the flip side of reality. Can anything stop this so-called
'Justice League,' or will the stable, perfect evil of Earth 2 fall victim to the tyranny of law, righteousness and freedom?
"Sometimes even Superman finds a task almost impossible. Sometimes even the Last Son of Krypton needs to enlist
help. Some tasks require methods and heroes that don't scream "Justice League." So Clark Kent, the Metropolis Marvel,
seeks out Manchester Black, the most dastardly of rogues, to form an all-new Authority tasked with taking care of some
business on the sly. Not only will Black know the right candidates for the team, but if Superman can make him behave
himself and act in service of the greater good, then he'll prove literally anyone can be a hero! They'll have to move
quickly, however, as one of Superman's most dangerous villains has his own plans and his own team."-With a family to support, Buddy is torn between traditional superheroics and getting involved in the legally grey world of
animal rights activism.
Written by GRANT MORRISON Art by HOWARD PORTER, JOHN DELL, DREW GERACI, ED MCGUINNESS, DEXTER
VINES and FRANK QUITELY Cover by HOWARD PORTER & JOHN DELL In this latest deluxe edition HC collecting
JLA #34 and 36-41, plus JLA CLASSIFIED #1-3, the team is up against a new, deadly Injustice Gang led by Lex Luthor.
With Prometheus, the man who almost single-handedly defeated the JLA, as well as the General and Queen Bee, it
looks as if the Justice League may lose even if they win. This amazing new title also includes JLA: EARTH II, featuring
the art of Frank Quitely, in which Ultraman, Owlman, Power Ring and Johnny Quick rule an alternate earth without mercy
or opposition. On sale November 10 - 368 pg, FC, 7.0625" x 10.875", $34.99 US
Superman, dying from solar radiation, tries to make final preparations that will help humans defend themselves after his
death while continuing to defend humanity from such foes as Lex Luthor.
Batman receives the shock of his life when he discovers that he has a son, Damian! After violent conflict with Robin and
Damian, Batman must teach his son what it means to carry the legacy of Gotham's Dark Knight.
Eisner-Award winning author Grant Morrison and artist Liam Sharp continue their bold and imaginative take on the Green
Lantern! Following the Blackstar incursion, Hal Jordan and the Green Lanterns must put the world back together after the
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battles that weakened the GL Corps to less than a shadow of what it once was. Hal’s next mission is his most critical...he
needs to find the Young Guardians, the next generation of cosmic immortals. Will Hal be able to find the new heroes the
world needs? Or will threats like Hyperman and Hyperwoman and the Anti-Matter Lantern Corps keep him from
completing his mission? Collects Green Lantern: Blackstars #1-3 and The Green Lantern Season Two #1-6.
Comics legend Grant Morrison (ALL STAR SUPERMAN, FINAL CRISIS) delivers his unique take on the adventures of
the World's Greatest Super-Heroes! This volume features a cosmic adventure on a grand scale as the Justice League
faces off against Lex Luthor's newly assembled Injustice Gang while the fate of the Earth itself hangs in the balance.
Plus, the heroes must race through time to stop a threat to all eternity: the evil god Darkseid. This volume collects JLA
10-17, Prometheus (Villains) #1, JLA/WildC.A.T.s #1, and JLA Secret Files #2.
One of Grant Morrison's trippiest, abstract and most controversial comic book titles. Follow the adventures of The
Invisibles, a secret organization out to battle against physical and psychic oppression brought upon humanity by the
interdimensional alien gods of the Archons of Outer Church! Collects THE INVISIBLES #1-12 and ABSOLUTE VERTIGO
#1.
The third installment of Grant Morrison's historic run on Batman! Morrison continues his earth-shattering run on the
Batman titles with this exciting series illustrated by hot artist Yanick Paquette who features the next stage of evolution of
the Dark Knight. Bruce Wayne publicly announces that he is the financial backer of Batman and establishes a worldwide
franchise of Batman that will protect the entire globe. This is the beginning of a stunning direction for the World's Greatest
Detective that will team him with Catwoman, Batwoman and Batman on international crime-fighting missions against
villans like Lord Death Man in Japan, Argentina, and other parts of South America. This third omnibus edition collects
Batman Incorporated #18, Batman- The Return #1, Batman Incorporated #0-13, Batman Incorporated- Leviathan Strikes
#1, Batman Incorporated Special #1.
An amazing, genre-breaking story from Grant Morrison, one of the most original and inventive writers in comics today.
Legendary Comics proudly presents Annihilator, an original graphic novel odyssey from the subversive mind of Grant
Morrison. This 6-issue series is a reality-bending sci-fi adventure like no other, brought to life with stunning artwork from
Frazer Irving (Batman and Robin, Judge Dredd, Necronauts). Washed-up Hollywood screenwriter Ray Spass is caught in
a downward spiral of broken relationships, wild parties and self-destruction. Out of luck and out of chances, he's one
failed script away from fading into obscurity. Little does he know he's about to write the story of his life. As his imagination
runs rampant, Ray must join forces with his own fictional character Max Nomax on a reality-bending race to stop the
entire universe from imploding... without blowing his own mind in the process. • New York Times Bestselling Author •
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Written by Grant Morrison (Animal Man, Batman, All Star Superman, Fantastic Four) • This is the compilation of the 6
issue series • Featuring interiors and covers by Frazier Irving (Batman and Robin, Uncanny X-Men) • Includes bonus
materials on the making of the comic "Morrison is one of the most adventurous and commercially successful comic-book
writers of the past 25 years, retrieving superheroic and science-fictional dispatches from the fringes of consciousness,
splattering his chaotic visions onto the page." -- Rolling Stone "I think [Annihilator is] the best stuff I've done yet." -Frazer Irving From the Hardcover edition.
Joe, an imaginative 11-year-old orphan suffering from Type 1 diabetes, can't fit in at school. One fateful day, he enters a
vivid fantasy world in which he is the lost saviour of a fantastic land based on the layout and contents of his home. But is
his quest really just an insulin-deprived delirium.
ÒMorrison told the story of a kind-hearted, vegetarian hero who loses his family and is pushed to the brink of insanity
before confronting his author in the runÕs extraordinarily meta finale.Ó ÑRolling Stone ÒGrant Morrison overhauled
Animal Man in a typically imaginative manner.Ó ÑEntertainment Weekly ÒMorrison quickly became the hottest writer in
the industry.Ó ÑComplex Magazine Buddy Baker, a.k.a. Òthe Man with Animal Powers,Ó is a second-rate superhero,
devoted father and animal activist. There isnÕt much money in the hero game, and with a wife and kids to support,
Buddy soon finds himself torn between trying to make a living through traditional super-heroics and getting more deeply
involved in the questionably legal world of animal rights activism. But in todayÕs world, with real-life issues, who really
needs Animal ManÕs protection? Is it humankind or the animals? Or is it Buddy himself? From the Eisner Award-winning
and New York Times best-selling writer Grant Morrison comes one of his earliest, now classic, works exploring the nature
of reality itself through the lens of a down-on-his-luck family-man superhero. This first of two 30th Anniversary Deluxe
Edition hardcovers collects Animal Man #1-13, the characterÕs dimension-spanning creation tale from Secret Origins
#39 and an introduction by Grant Morrison.
One of Grant Morrison's most controversial and trippiest and abstract comic book titles! Follow the adventures of The
Invisibles, a secret organization out to battle against physical and psychic oppression brought upon humanity by the
interdimensional alien gods of the Archons of Outer Church! Collects THE INVISIBLES #1-12, ABSOLUTE VERTIGO #1.
Once he was Hero of the Beach...and of the Doom Patrol. Now Flex Mentallo, the Man of Muscle Mystery, returns to
investigate the sinister dealings of his former comrade, The Fact, and a mysterious rock star whose connection to Flex
may holding the key to saving them both. This fast-paced tale twists super-hero tropes, introducing one mind-boggling
concept after another. This long-asked-for Vertigo title is collected at last, presenting an early collaboration between
writer Grant Morrison and artist Frank Quitely, who would win much acclaim on ALL-STAR SUPERMAN.
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- Meet Nick Sax: a corrupt, intoxicated ex-cop turned hit-man, adrift in a stinking twilight world of casual murder, soulless sex,
eczema, and betrayal. With a hit gone wrong, a bullet in his side, the cops and the mob on his tail, and a monstrous child killer in a
Santa suit on the loose, Nick and his world will be changed forever this Christmas by a tiny blue horse called Happy... - Represented as an oversized hardcover just in time for the holidays, this deluxe edition of Happy! includes an all-new 10-page story
by creators Grant Morrison and Darick Robertson.
There are worlds you have never imagined. Worlds beyond the ones you know. Worlds where heroes fight for truth and justice.
Worlds where darkness reigns, and only a chosen few keep the light alive. Worlds of magic and science, comedy and tragedy,
monsters and marvels. Fifty-two worlds. Infinite possibilities. And one threat great enough to destroy them all. This is THE
MULTIVERSITY.
"The world is not what it seems. Behind the curtain of everyday existence,a vast and unholy conspiracy is at work,twisting and
deforming reality to pave the way for colonisation by hideous extra dimensional powers. Facing this onslaught is a laughably small
resistance movement scattered across space and time- a handful of subversives known as The Invisibles. This silent guerrilla war
has raged for millennia, shaping the very fabric of the universe. But now the countdown to the final battle has begun, and soon
everyone will have to make their choice: crushing, soul-rending conformity, or radical, anarchic freedom."--page [4] of cover of
Book 1.
THERE ARE WORLDS YOU HAVE NEVER IMAGINED. Worlds beyond the ones you know. Worlds where heroes fight for truth
and justice. Worlds where darkness reigns, and only a chosen few keep the light alive. Worlds of magic and science, comedy and
tragedy, monsters and marvels. Fifty-two worlds. Infinite possibilities. And one threat great enough to destroy them all. This is THE
MULTIVERSITY. Collects:The Multiversity 1-2, The Multiversity: The Society Of Super-Heroes 1, The Multiversity: The Just 1, The
Multiversity: Pax Americana 1, The Multiversity: Thunderworld Adventures 1, The Multiversity Guidebook 1, The Multiversity:
Mastermen 1 And The Multiversity: Ultra Comics 1
A powerful tale from the ALL-STAR SUPERMAN team of Grant Morrison and Frank Quitely. Morrison and Quitely deliver the
emotional journey of WE3„three house pets weaponized for lethal combat by the government„as they search for -homeî and
attempt to ward off the shadowy agency that created them. With nervous systems amplified to match their terrifying mechanical
exoskeletons, the members of Animal Weapon 3 (WE3) have the firepower of a battalion between them. But they are just the
programÍs prototypes, and now that their testing is complete, theyÍre slated to be permanently decommissioned, causing them to
seize their one chance to make a desperate run for freedom. Relentlessly pursued by their makers, the WE3 team must navigate a
frightening and confusing world where their instincts and heightened abilities make them as much a threat as those hunting them.
Covering genres from action/adventure and fantasy to horror, science fiction, and superheroes, this guide maps the vast and
expanding terrain of graphic novels, describing and organizing titles as well as providing information that will help librarians to build
and balance their graphic novel collections and direct patrons to read-alikes. • Introduces users to approximately 1,000 currently
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popular graphic novels and manga • Organizes titles by genre, subgenre, and theme to facilitate finding read-alikes • Helps
librarians build and balance their graphic novel collections
One of Grant Morrison's most controversial, trippiest and abstract comic books ever is back in a recut paperback series! This
volume focuses on Lord Fanny's past as a prostitute in Brazil, while King Mob leads the other Invisibles in a search for the missing
Jack Frost. Then, King Mov is captured by his enemies and tortured mercilessly, while his past as a mod super-agent is revealed.
Illustrated by a host of comics' greatest artists, New York Times best-selling author Grant Morrison's groundbreaking saga of
spiritual engineering and psychocognitive hacking is back in THE INVISIBLES BOOK TWO! Collects THE INVISIBLES #13-25.
A chronological reprinting of a new era for Superman begins! SUPERMAN #1-3, ACTION COMICS #585-587 and ADVENTURES
OF SUPERMAN #424-426 are collected, reintroducing readers to the likes of Lex Luthor, Metallo, Darkseid, and more!
Beasts stalk the streets of San Diego—but these creatures are unlike the animals Buddy Baker is used to. Fused monkey and giant
cockroaches are just a few of the things Animal Man must face in the concrete jungle of the city.
A teenager who can bring the dead back to life decides to elevate humanity to the next level by introducing new levels of chaos
into the world.
Grant Morrison continues his earth-shattering run on the Batman titles with this exciting new series illustrated by hot artist Yanick
Paquette that features the next stage of evolution of the Dark Knight. Bruce Wayne publicly announces that he is the financial
backer of Batman and establishes a worldwide franchise of Batmen that will protect the entire globe. This is the beginning of a
stunning direction for the world's greatest detective that will team him with Catwoman, Batwoman and Batman Inc representatives
on international crime fighting missions against Lord Death Man in Japan, South America and Argentina.
Mr. Whisper, the man without a shadow, was brutally murdered twenty years ago, and yet...somehow he has returned. And now
the mysterious figure stalks Gotham City's most notorious crime lords, killing them off, one by one. With the Underworld of Gotham
in chaos, the Dark Knight is drawn into conflict with Mr. Whisper, only to discover that this immortal killer has a terrifying
connection to Bruce Wayne's youth. Despite this shocking revelation, the Caped Crusader must find a way to stop the unkillable
man from unleashing a lethal plague on Gotham. Writer Grant Morrison (MULTIVERSITY, BATMAN INCORPORATED) on his first
Dark Knight story ever, and artist Klaus Janson (SUPERMAN, BATMAN: DEATH AND THE MAIDENS) tell the tale of Batman as
he attempts to stop a madman from sacrificing the soul of a city and its people. Collects BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK
KNIGHT #6-10.
Grant Morrison, one of the greatest storytellers of his generation, weaves the history of Clark Kent's early days in Metropolis in this
Man of Steel cornerstone of the DC Universe! Collecting the entirety of Morrison's epic saga, this New 52 era Superman omnibus
celebrates and explores new facets of the Superman mythos. The compelling and deliberate Superman stories in this collection
showcase his quintessential character and determination in a world that doesn't know what to make of him. A milestone in The
New 52, this omnibus is jam-packed with action, adventure, shocking secrets, parallel Earths, deadly encounters with the AntiPage 5/8
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Superman Army, Brainiac, Metal-zero and so much more! Collects Action Comics #0-18 and Action Comics Annual #1
When the Justice League of America sets up headquarters on the moon to protect the Earth, they are surprised to discover the
first threat is from another planet.
One of legendary comics writer Grant Morrison's earliest works took a forgotten, almost laughable DC Comics hero, Animal Man,
and reimagined him in a stunning, postmodern series chronicling his bizarre adventures as a second-rate superhero struggling
with real-life issues and moral dilemmas. From one of the greatest storytellers of his generation, Grant Morrison's Animal Man took
a forgotten DC Comics character and reimagined him in a groundbreaking, postmodern series that redefined what was possible in
superhero comics. Buddy Baker, a.k.a. "the Man with Animal Powers," is a second-rate superhero, devoted father, and animal
activist. There isn't much money in the hero game, and with a wife and kids to support, Buddy soon finds himself torn between
trying to make a living through traditional super-heroics and getting more deeply involved in the questionably legal world of animal
rights activism. But in today's world with real-life issues, who really needs Animal Man's protection? Is it humankind or the
animals? Or is it Buddy himself? Collects Animal Man #14-26.
The Dark Knight has fallen, sacrificing himself in the Final Crisis to defeat the ultimate evil. Tim Drake has laid down the mantle of
Robin to search the world for a sign that his mentor can be brought back from oblivion. Now collecting the entirety of this epic
saga, this second of three omnibus collections introduces Batman to his son, Damian Wayne, and takes the Caped Crusader from
the brink of death to the edge of madness. These blockbuster stories, including the now-classic Batman & Son, Batman- The
Black Glove and Batman R.I.P., feature a deconstruction of superhero comics like no other, with a challenging, thought-provoking
take on the man behind the cowl. This edition also includes the milestone 700th issue of Batman, featuring stories spotlighting
each of the Batmen from different eras, with art from Andy Kubert, Tony Daniel and Frank Quitely. Collects Batman #700-702,
Batman & Robin #1-16 and Batman- The Return of Bruce Wayne #1-6.
In the lethal aftermath of the war with the Anti-Matter Lanterns, Hal finds himself in a bizarre afterlife facing the judgment of the
Young Guardians. Nothing will ever be the same again as the truth about the coming Ultrawar and the Cosmic Grail is finally
revealed. What monstrous forces gather in the shadows? What mind-bending and heartrending secrets will surface from this
backdrop of cosmic conspiracy and shady interstellar politics? And as the divisiveness spreads from world to world, can love
prevail? Hal must prepare himself to face both death and rebirth in hopes of saving the universe…one more time. New York Times
bestselling author GRANT MORRISON and world-renowned artist LIAM SHARP’s epic run on the Emerald Knight comes to a
close! Collecting The Green Lantern Season Two #7-12, along with a sketchbook section showcasing Sharp’s incredible line
work, this final collection is a must-have for any ring-bearing Lantern out there in the Multiverse!
The continuation of Jeff Lemire and Andrea SorrentinoÕs classic run on GREEN ARROW! Oliver Queen is on the run and being
hunted by the greatest enemy he never knew he had-Komodo, a mysterious archer who is the Green ArrowÕs better in every way.
But this new villain is just one piece of the puzzle of Green ArrowÕs past. Komodo has thrown OliverÕs life into disarray, making
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Oliver question the details of his time on the island-and his long-dead fatherÕs involvement. Once the murky secrets of Green
ArrowÕs past surface, things will never be the same again. When Oliver finally discovers the truth about himself, can he use it to
become the Green Arrow that he needs to be? Collects GREEN ARROW #17-34, #23.1; SECRET ORIGINS #4, FUTURES END:
GREEN ARROW #1.
They are the world's gravest super-villains: Ultraman, Owlman, Superwoman, Power Ring and Johnny Quick„the legendary Crime
Syndicate of Amerika! Nothing has ever seriously threatened the global corruption they proudly enforce, but now a twisted mirror
image of the CSA has arrived from the flip side of reality. Can anything stop this so-called -JUSTICE LEAGUE,î or will the stable,
perfect evil of the Earth 2 fall victim to the tyranny of law, righteousness and freedom?
One of legendary comics writer Grant Morrison's earliest works took a forgotten, almost laughable DC Comics hero, Animal Man,
and reimagined him in a stunning, postmodern series chronicling his bizarre adventures as a second-rate superhero struggling
with real-life issues and moral dilemmas. From one of the greatest storytellers of his generation, Grant Morrison's Animal Man took
a forgotten DC Comics character and reimagined him in a groundbreaking, postmodern series that redefined what was possible in
superhero comics. Buddy Baker, a.k.a. "the Man with Animal Powers," is a second-rate superhero, devoted father, and animal
activist. There isn't much money in the hero game, and with a wife and kids to support, Buddy soon finds himself torn between
trying to make a living through traditional super-heroics and getting more deeply involved in the questionably legal world of animal
rights activism. But in today's world with real-life issues, who really needs Animal Man's protection? Is it humankind or the
animals? Or is it Buddy himself?
The hotly-anticipated eco-fiction tech thriller-meets-love-story from the award-winning, visionary team of Ann Nocenti (Daredevil,
Ruby Falls) and David Aja (Hawkeye, Immortal Iron Fist)! The bees are swarming. What do they know that we don't? In a brokendown world, a rebellious group of ruthless romantics have fled a tech-obsessed society to create their own...and a few
cantankerous aliens have come to harvest the last seeds of humanity. When one of them falls in love with a human, idealistic
journalist Astra stumbles into the story of a lifetime, only to realize that if she reports it, she'll destroy the last hope of a dying
planet. How far will she go for the truth? Collects The Seeds #1-#4. "The perfect book for these deeply imperfect times." -- Matt
Fraction "Beautifully drawn, cleverly constructed and very satisfying." -- Frank Quitely
The new Doom Patrol puts itself back together after nearly being destroyed, and things start to get a lot weirder for everybody. The
Chief leads Robotman, the recently formed Rebis and new member Crazy Jane against the Scissormen, part of a dangerous
philosophical location that has escaped into our world and is threatening to engulf reality itself. Collecting Grant Morrison's
definitive run, which launched his career as one of the comic industry's most innovative and creative writers! Collects Doom Patrol
#19-63 and Doom Force Special #1.
NAMELESS tells the story of a down-at-heel occult hustler known only as –Nameless” who is recruited by a consortium of
billionaire futurists as part of a desperate mission to save the world. When Nameless and his teammates inadvertently unleash a
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malignant soul-destroying intelligence, the stage is set for a nightmarish, nihilistic journey to the outer reaches of human terror.
Collects NAMELESS #1-6.
The groundbreaking series from Grant Morrison that led American comics in a wholly unexpected direction. Originally conceived in
the 1960s by the visionary team of writer Arnold Drake and artist Bruno Premiani, the Doom Patrol was reborn a generation later
through Grant MorrisonÕs singular imagination. Though they are super-powered beings, and though their foes are bent on world
domination, convention ends there. Shunned as freaks and outcasts, and tempered by loss and insanity, this band of misfits faces
threats so mystifying in nature and so corrupted in motive that reality itself threatens to fall apart around them-but itÕs still all in a
dayÕs work for the Doom Patrol. Written by Grant Morrison and featuring art by Richard Case, John Nyberg, Doug Braithwaite,
Scott Hanna and Carlos Garz—n, DOOM PATROL BOOK ONE collects issues #19-34 and includes introductions by Morrison and
editor Tom Peyer.
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